
Design Technology
Learning Journey

Curriculum Design:

Cumulative: 
At William Davis our DT curriculum is organised to ensure a progression in 
developing both knowledge and skills. This journey begins in the EYFS, where 
knowledge, opportunities and experiences have been carefully designed to ensure 
firm foundations are in place before the children move into KS1. Each year children 
have the opportunity to revisit and build upon their prior learning, working towards 
cumulative end goals for each year group.

Coherence:
Our DT curriculum is centred around our ‘Big Ideas’- our chosen key concepts for 
DT: mechanisms, structures, textiles, food and nutrition, systems and materials. The 
concepts are built upon throughout the learning modules, deepening children’s 
understanding of each concept as they continue on their learning journey.

Connections:
Where appropriate our DT studies are linked to learning in other subjects, so that 
connections can be made and understanding deepened. This might be links with 
texts studied in the reading curriculum, opportunities to use their historical 
knowledge within the writing curriculum, or links to other subjects such as 
geography. For example Year 1 use their knowledge of food and nutrition to write 
instructions and Year 4 use their science knowledge to support their DT learning in 
electrical systems and then use this as the context for their writing of persuasive 
adverts.

Context:
We have made deliberate choices within our DT curriculum linked to our locality 
and our school community. We have decided to teach two food and nutrition 
modules per class and every class takes part in an annual ‘food festival’. Tower 
Hamlets has one of the highest rates of childhood obesity and many of our children 
eat a high proportion of processed food. Our food and nutrition modules are 
focused on teaching children the importance of healthy eating and are designed to 
help children connect to real food. Our cooking favours savoury food over sweet 
food. In our structures modules we ensure we look examples from our locality. 
Many of these can be seen from our classroom windows.



 Big Ideas
Core Discipline Description

Mechanisms

Pupils will explore, understand and use mechanical systems in 
their products.

KS1: Sliders, levers, axles, wheels

KS2: Hinges, gears, pulleys, cams, levers and linkages]

Textiles

Pupils will select from and use a wider range of  textiles according to 
their functional properties and aesthetic qualities. 

In KS1 they will learn how to join, stiffen and strengthen fabrics.

In KS2 pupils explore fixings and fastening and consider the durability 
of different fabrics.

In both Key stages pupils consider the to re-purpose clothing and how 
to reduce waste.  

Structures

Pupils will build structures, exploring how they can be made stronger, 
stiffer and more stable

In KS1 they learn about free standing structures and how to strengthen 
a paper structure.

In KS2 pupils design structures using a frame to make them stronger. 
They learn how frames are strengthened reinforced and made rigid. 
Pupils learn about bridges and how they are used to span gaps.

Food & Nutrition

Pupils use the basic principles of a healthy and varied diet to prepare 
predominantly savoury dishes. They  understand where food comes 
from and understand seasonality.

In KS1 pupils explore food senses. They learn about nutrients and why 
vegetables are healthy. They learn the difference between fresh and 
processed foods. 

In KS2 pupils learn about food as medicine and consider how food 
affects the way you feel. They learn about balanced diets and the 
benefits of fresh food. Pupils explore food choices and consider 
cultural influences on people’s food choices. 

Systems

KS2 pupils understand and use electrical systems in their products. 
They apply their understanding of computing to program, monitor and 
control their products.

Materials

In KS1 pupils consider the suitability of different materials in 
designing and making products. They select and manipulate 
materials when considering how you can build with bread and 
how you can waterproof a hat.



“ High-quality design and technology education makes an essential contribution to the creativity, culture, wealth and 
well-being of the nation.”

 DT Learning Journey

EYFS

Y1

Y2

Y4

Y5

Y6

Creating with Materials: Safely use and explore a variety of materials, 
tools and techniques, experimenting with colour, design, texture, form 
and function

Creating with Materials: Share their 
creations, explaining the process they 
have used.

How can you stop a tower toppling 
over?

Can a picture move? How does food affect your senses?

Can you build with bread? How can two squares of fabric 
keep you warm?

What does healthy 
mean?

How can you re-purpose 
and item of clothing?

How strong is a piece of 
paper?

Are bigger wheels always 
better?

How can you waterproof a 
hat?

How does food affect 
your body and mind?

What makes a bridge 
strong?

How are things 
powered?

How can you do a lot of 
work with little effort?

How can you make a 
box out of cloth?

How many ways are there to 
open a door?

What shapes will give a 
structure stability?

How useful are 
switches? What’s really in our 

food?

How do you keep a tea towel 
from slipping off a hook?

Can switches perform more than 
one function?

What can you learn from 
different culture’s diets?

How can you lift a car 
onto a roof?

Which fabric is ideal for 
creating a lunch bag?

How are frames strengthened, 
reinforced and made rigid?

How can we keep ourselves 
safe on the road?

Can food affect the way we feel?

How strong is a piece of 
spaghetti?

Can street foods save us?

Y4



Cumulative End Goals







Thinking and working as a 
designer

Pupils make more sense and deeper understanding of the substantive concepts and knowledge by 
using what they know through disciplinary knowledge.

Teachers plan to model and teach how to think like a designer, developing the following areas of 
disciplinary knowledge over time: 

As children progress through the school we aim for them to begin to develop their 
understanding of the Iterative Design Process, in preparation for the next stage of their 
learning in KS3.



Early Foundations

Area of Learning and Development: Expressive arts and design NATIONAL CURRICULUM

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME
EYFS Framework

LANGUAGE
children will encounter

OPPORTUNITIES + 
EXPERIENCES

specific teaching

OPPORTUNITIES + 
EXPERIENCES

continuous provision

Builds knowledge and 
understanding so pupils access 

Y1 DT

The development of children’s artistic and cultural awareness supports their imagination and creativity. It 
is important that children have regular opportunities to engage with the arts, enabling them to explore 
and play with a wide range of media and materials. The quality and variety of what children see, hear and 
participate in is crucial for developing their understanding, self-expression, vocabulary and ability to 
communicate through the arts. The frequency, repetition and depth of their experiences are fundamental 
to their progress in interpreting and appreciating what they hear, respond to and observe. 

Design purposeful, functional, 
appealing products for themselves 
and other users based on design 
criteria.
·Generate, develop, model and 
communicate their ideas through 
talking, drawing, templates, 
mock-ups and, where appropriate, 
information and communication 
technology.

Make

·Select from and use a range of tools 
and equipment to perform practical 
tasks [for example, cutting, shaping, 
joining and finishing].
·Select from and use a wide range of 
materials and components, including 
construction materials, textiles and 
ingredients, according to their 
characteristics
·
Evaluate

·Explore and evaluate a range of 
existing products.
·Evaluate their ideas and products 
against design criteria.
Technical knowledge

·build structures, exploring how they 
can be made stronger, stiffer and 
more stable.
·Explore and use mechanisms [for 
example, levers, sliders, wheels and 
axles], in their products.

Early Learning Goals:  Creating 
with Materials
 

Safely use and explore a variety 
of materials, tools and 
techniques, experimenting with 
colour, design, texture, form and 
function.

Share their creations, explaining 
the process they have used.

Make use of props and materials 
when role playing characters in 
narratives and stories. 

Materials (wood paper card 
plastic)
Fabric
Fixings
Join
Names of tools 
Design
Build
Structure
Idea
Strong 

Design and make story 
props.

Junk model transport with 
moving parts

Houses for 3 little pigs

Making gingerbread

Junk modelling /loose parts
Range of tools and fixings
Construction kits
Large scale construction- tyres / 
planks/crates/logs



Assessment in DT
The assessment of pupils is formative and is based on pupil outcomes and questioning from each lesson. 
The following are used to assess pupils’ knowledge and application of skills and techniques as well as their 
understanding and use of relevant vocabulary. 

● Cumulative end goals for each of the Big Ideas for DT. These specify what pupils should know and be 
able to do at the end of each block.

● The Point of reflection section  specifies the expected outcomes for each lesson. 

● The Questions for assessment section in each block provides specific questions to be used with pupils 
to elicit their level of understanding of tools, techniques and effects, e.g. How have the properties of 
the cotton changed? Is the cotton now more or less functional? 

● The Oracy and Vocabulary tasks provide ample opportunities for teachers to evaluate pupils’ ability to: 
- use the language of design and technology effectively; - explain techniques, skills and processes; - 
evaluate their own and others’ work. 

● The exemplifications demonstrate the expected standard against which teachers can assess pupils’ 
work. 

The best form of assessment in design and technology is at the point of delivery, while pupils are working. 
This helps us to understand pupils’ development as designers, rather than their ability to produce a 
prescribed end outcome. By encouraging pupils to articulate their thinking and reflections, we can 
understand which aspects of design and technology may require additional teaching and reshape teaching 
to support this.

At the end of each academic year, this all feeds into a final overall assessment judgement for Design 
Technology, which is reported to parents. This judgement reflects how secure the pupil’s knowledge and 
understanding in the learning taught that year has been. 

How do we measure the 
impact of our DT curriculum?

We evaluate the impact of our Design and Technology curriculum in the following ways:

● Pupil Book Study: Small groups of pupils from each class are asked to talk about what they remember 
about their learning in DT. These sessions are led by the DT Leader and provide an extremely useful 
insight into the impact of the curriculum on pupil’s learning.

● Lesson visits. The DT leader visits a sample of lessons over the year to evaluate the quality of teaching 
and learning.

● Book looks: The subject leader looks at samples of DT books. Often this is done in conjunction with the 
Pupil Book Study.

● Supported planning and teaching: The DT leader works alongside the class teacher to support the 
planning and teaching, providing quality assurance.

● This all feeds into a termly subject leader evaluation.

How do we adapt our DT curriculum 
to include all learners?

It is our expectation that all pupils participate fully in DT lessons. A small number of pupils may be working 
towards adapted end points for DT or may be working at a pre-subject specific stage of development. 
Details of the provision for these pupils can be found in their individual learning plan.


